Your dream house
Innovative solutions for new buildings

Der SonnenLicht Manager

On-trend living spaces
Perfect your personal dream home

Ecological living

Smart homes

Flexible living concepts

Sustainable inspiration, with nature
in mind

Intelligent and autonomous
solutions

Rooms for every living situation
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BECAUSE IT'S YOUR HOME
A new home – a very special place. Your space to cook, work, renovate, play with the kids or just simply relax. It
will be the centre of life for you and the whole family for years to come. Reason enough to adapt your new home
to perfectly meet your individual requirements.
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Individual solutions for your home
Be inspired and find the best sun shading system so you can feel good at home –
for greater living comfort, unique architectural highlights and a long-term reduction in your energy costs.
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On-trend living spaces
Perfect your personal dream home
Contemporary architecture is characterised by stylish design, straight lines and cubic shapes as well as large
window surfaces. In building interiors, open room concepts create a spacious living environment – kitchen, dining
and living room blend harmoniously into one another. Our sun shading systems equipped with intelligent controls
are precisely tailored to today's living trends, such as Smart Homes, and guarantee you complete freedom of
design when planning your dream home. Let yourself be inspired!
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"Create stylish living
spaces with modern
character and exclusive
charm."
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Future-ready architectural language
With our external venetian blinds
Do you love striking, functional architecture? Our modern external venetian blinds are perfect in combination with cubic and extravagant building shapes and can be integrated harmoniously into your building
facade – either on window surfaces or in corner positions. Thanks to the different slat shapes, the incidence of light in living areas and bedrooms can be individually regulated – up to full dim-out at night.

www.warema.com/visioneo

www.warema.com/provisio
External venetian blinds
without ProVisio

www.warema.com/corner-joint

External venetian
blinds with ProVisio

Window safety

Visionary visual privacy

Stylish all-glass corners

There's no need to compromise even with
trendy floor-to-ceiling windows. The VisioNeo fall protection integrated into the sun
shading system protects against falling with
a slender glass pane – without disrupting the
look of the facade.

Would you like to have large windows without
compromising your privacy? No problem
– thanks to external venetian blinds with
ProVisio. The special inclination of the slats
provides improved visual privacy from the
outside, without losing your view out from
inside.

External venetian blinds in corner positions
can be designed without an obstructive
guidance on the corner using corner joints
on the slats – for an unobstructed view of
modern all-glass corners in transparent
construction styles.
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Exciting interior design
With our internal sun shading systems
Give your indoor spaces an entirely personal touch. Such as with natural shades or strong colours on walls
and floors, quality furniture, original decoration – and perhaps also with our stylish venetian blinds. These can
be mounted on windows and doors as required and not only protect you against unwanted prying eyes from
outside, but also regulate the incidence of light. It doesn't get more stylish than this!

Sweeping protection against
insects
No time for mosquitoes and other insects?
The practical insect screen swinging door
provides convenient insect protection.
Attached to your balcony or patio door, it
can be opened easily from inside or outside,
even when your hands are full. Another advantage of the swinging door is that it automatically swings back to its starting position,
thus reliably covering the door opening.

Lofty living

Individual designs

Our internal roller blinds allow you to create
modern feel-good living spaces. The perfect interplay of light and shade creates a
customised ambience and lends individual
character to the room. At the same time, the
aesthetically pleasing sun shading system
keeps out glaring sun rays and heat – for an
added bonus to comfort.

Discover the unlimited design possibilities
of our internal sun shading solutions and
create your fully personalised interior design
with just a few clicks. How? It's easy: visit
the WAREMA Collection Assistant at www.
warema.de/kollektion.
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Exclusive outdoor feeling
With our slat roofs
Work, barbecue, relax: enjoy more time in the open air and create a unique outdoor living space. Under
free-standing Lamaxa slat roofs you can enjoy the day with all your senses. The well thought-out structure guarantees clear vision, reliable weather protection and has an exciting design. Another highlight:
the stable slats are adjustable with our WMS radio remote controls to suit the weather, the position of
the sun and your personal preference. A sun shading dream!

Unlimited summer

Perfect all-round protection

The integrated LED strips can be individually regulated to create the perfect evening
mood with either direct or indirect lighting.
An optional radiant heater element creates
additional warmth and allows you to spend
more time under your Lamaxa slat roof.

The completely integrated window awnings
with easyZIP guidance are weather-resistant
and wind-stable, and as a result have a practically unlimited number of uses. The stylish
shading model can be fitted on all four sides
of the Lamaxa slat roof.
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www.warema.de/lamaxa
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Ecological living
Sustainable inspiration,
with nature in mind
Renewable energies, resource efficiency, ecological materials: the sustainability megatrend
increasingly forms the basis for healthy and ecological construction and living today. Sustainable
planning not only preserves the environment but also creates healthy living spaces. In addition,
with environmentally-friendly living concepts and technologies, you can save a lot of energy and
money. Find out what our sun shading and control system solutions can do for you.
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"Design a comfortable and
environmentally friendly
home"
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Energy efficiency meets quality of life
With our internal and external
sun shading systems
Intelligently planned sun shading concepts allow you to enjoy natural daylight while preserving an optimal room
climate and reducing your energy costs. The secret to success is smart combinations. While external venetian
blinds, roller shutters or window awnings provide shade and effective heat protection from the outside, even for
large glass fronts, interior roller blinds or venetian blinds offer perfect glare control and excellent insulation. All
perfectly controlled with our intelligent control systems: it's that easy to save energy!
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Sustainable cleaning solutions

CO2-saving roller shutters

The special EasyClean slat coating dissolves dirt particles and allows them to be
washed away by rainwater. This keeps the
external venetian blind clean and removes
CO2 from the air at the same time – and allround sustainable solution.

Looking for an energy-efficient all-round sun
shading system? Our "all-rounder" roller
shutter solutions not only protect against
heat, but also against prying eyes and unwanted visitors. In winter, they also ensure
that no heating energy is wasted, helping
to reduce CO2 emissions. Different variants
and colours are available to suit every need.

Climate protection with sun
shading
WAREMA sun shading actively protects
the climate. This is demonstrated by the
“Product Carbon Footprint” determined by the
Würzburg-Schweinfurt University of Applied
Sciences for our external venetian blinds. 8.5
tonnes of CO2 can be saved over the entire
product life cycle. This is in comparison to just
150 kilograms of carbon dioxide accumulated
through production, use and disposal.
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Natural interior design
With our roller blind solutions
Harmonious colours and design and ecological materials: living spaces that are designed
with an eye for detail improve well-being and ensure that you can't wait to get home. With our
numerous roller blind designs, you can add cosy highlights to your home and enjoy reliable
sun shading. When the sun is low in the sky on cold days, the roller blind lets in enough light
and also provides optimum glare control. The perfect addition to our external roller shutters.
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Effective heat insulation

Clever health protection

Sustainable innovation

Pleated blinds with honeycomb fabric from
WAREMA provide excellent heat insulation
thanks to an integrated air pocket. And they
also look great! Numerous colours available
in various degrees of transparency to suit
every taste.

Our insect screen fixed frames fit perfectly
into the roller shutters and effectively keep
annoying insects outside. Thanks to the optional gauzes for protection against fine dust
and pollen, even allergy-sufferers can breathe
with ease.

Do you want to do your bit for the environment? The recycled Sea-Tex fabric is
created out of plastic waste from the world's
oceans and is available in two variants with
five natural shades each for roller blinds and
curtain panels. This is not only environmentally friendly, but also low in emissions,
which ensures a improved ambient air.
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Ecological living
With sustainable, future-ready solutions
Demand for ecological construction using safe materials is ever-increasing. Sustainable construction begins
with the selection of a suitable plot of land for your new home. Because the location has a decisive influence on
building construction, the incidence of daylight, the heating system and the future energy consumption. Other
important factors in the construction include using regenerative energy sources and choosing resource-saving
products, including sun shading systems. Plan sustainably for the future with WAREMA.
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EnEV 2020
Energy certificate Information can be found at
www.warema.de/energie

Energy-saving combinations

Protection from all sides

Efficiency and ambience

In the colder months, the sun warms up your
rooms. At night, the air pockets between
the roller shutter and window increase the
heat insulation, which prevents the heating
energy from escaping to the outside. The
combination of sun shading products and
automated control systems, such as WAREMA climatronic®, is decisive for optimal
energy savings.

With our practical patio side screens, you
can enjoy the summer on your patio undisturbed by wind, sun or prying eyes. Thanks
to the practical handle, the flexible three-way
side protection allows for particularly easy
operation.

With our stylish Perea pergola awnings,
you can look forward to a relaxed summer
evening on your patio. Dimmable LEDs
integrated into the guide rails provide perfect
mood lighting – as well as being energy-efficient!
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Smart homes
Intelligent and autonomous solutions
Want to put your feet up and not worry about a thing? Smart Home makes dreams come true. Thanks to the
latest technology, sun shading systems, lighting and heating can all be intelligently connected and automatically
controlled for a perfect indoor climate according to your personal preferences. Operation is easy and intuitive –
not just a plus for technology enthusiasts. You can look forward to complete relaxation and an improved quality of
life with our intelligent solutions.
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„Enjoy carefree living
and the highest level
of comfort in your
networked home.“
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Relaxed living
With our WMS radio system
A mild summer evening – let the last rays of sun in through the opened external venetian blinds and extend the
awning for the evening barbecue. This can all be done automatically with the flexible WMS radio system or at the
push of a button. Control all sun shading products to suit the time of day, the weather and your personal mood –
create the perfect personalised atmosphere.

www.warema.de/webcontrol

Play with light

Your home in your pocket

Automatic comfort

Operate your awning or external venetian
blind remotely using the practical WMS
hand-held and wall-mounted transmitters.
Control your comfort level and let daylight
into your rooms as desired.

Want to control your sun shading systems
while you're on the move? Not a problem
with WMS WebControl pro. This innovative
solution can be easily operated via the app
on your smartphone or tablet. At any time,
no matter where you are.

The sophisticated sensors allow for automatic control of your sun shading systems
based on the time of day and the weather
conditions. This guarantees maximum
energy efficiency and the highest level of
comfort – and fully automated.
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www.warema.com/smarthome
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Automatic well-being
With our WAREMA climatronic®
Always the optimum daylight and indoor climate – with comfortably cool temperatures during the summer heat
and cosy warmth in the winter. Our innovative external venetian blinds can do all of this for you completely automatically. The slats individually adapt to the position of the sun and thus always ensure the right lighting conditions and a real feel-good atmosphere within your own four walls.

The perfect amount of daylight

Operating comfort scenes

Complete networking

Thanks to innovative functions such as
slat tracking dependent on the sun's position, with our external venetian blinds you
can let the optimal amount of daylight into
your home at any time of the day or year.

It's TV night – time to lower the external
venetian blinds and turn on the floor lamp.
Thanks to the simple programming of
individual scenes, you can control several
products simultaneously with the push of
a button.

With the KNX-compatible WAREMA
climatronic® complete solution, you can
effortlessly connect and control light, sun
shading and other products to match the
time of day, the weather conditions and the
position of the sun – also via smartphone or
tablet.
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www.warema.com/smarthome
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Relax in safety
With our control solutions
Are you travelling on business? A storm is approaching and your awning is still extended? No need to panic.
Thanks to intelligent sensors, your sun shading system always knows what's going on – and retracts fully
automatically when there is rain or strong wind. Of course, you can also control your products using our
smart control systems, via smartphone or tablet, no matter where you are and with just a few clicks. So you
can always stay on the safe side!

www.warema.de/webcontrol

Perfect protection against wind

Secure access worldwide

Clever occupancy simulation

The integrated WMS wind sensor independently and automatically retracts your
awning when it is windy, even when you're
not there. Your sun shading system can
also be easily and conveniently operated
with the WMS hand-held transmitter.

With WMS WebControl pro you can
operate your sun shading system via
smartphone or easily via voice-controlled
assistant. You also have secure access to
your sun shading system from anywhere
in the world.

When equipped with occupancy simulation,
roller shutters and other sun shading products can be opened and closed automatically. This gives the impression that your
house is occupied even when you're away
on holiday, deterring intruders.
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www.warema.de/smarthome
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Flexible living concepts
Rooms for every living situation
Open-plan rooms, versatile uses, new technologies: modern living concepts create living spaces which are constantly adapting to the changing needs of their inhabitants and which combine maximum flexibility with maximum
comfort. This allows a room to be used as an office, a living room and as a bedroom – whatever you need, whatever your living situation. Sun shading systems should be just as adjustable and individual as the interior itself is.
At WAREMA you can find sophisticated and intelligently controlled sun shading solutions for every requirement.
Let yourself be inspired!
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"So your home can grow
with you"
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A home for all generations
Multi-generational families or communities
When there are several generations living under one roof, there are also many needs and desires to be met.
While the children are playing and running riot the parents are trying to concentrate as they work from home –
not to mention the grandparents trying to read in peace! With intelligent room concepts, multi-generational living
can be hassle-free. A perfectly planned external and internal sun shading system blends harmoniously into the
room architecture and accentuates the individual living spaces and needs of the inhabitants.
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Individual interior design

Limitless design

With our curtain panels, you can divide open
rooms, down the middle or diagonally, and
create small separate areas for yourself.
They are also provide perfect visual privacy
and sun shading. Numerous design and
colour variants are available to suit any
preference.

Create your own feel-good space. Window
awnings equipped with easyZIP guidance
are ideal for the flexible shading of light-filled
windows, facades and rooms. The electronic
special drive reacts sensitively to obstructions and to wind – thus ensuring safe
functioning at all times.
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Modern living and working
With our future-ready solutions
Digitalisation and growing mobility enable new types of work. "New Work" makes flexible working hours, personal
freedom and remote working possible. Even in our homes, living and working spaces are increasingly blending
together, which is reflected in open, modern room structures. Our internal sun shading systems can be discreetly
incorporated into your interior design concept. Whether venetian blinds, vertical louvre blinds, pleated blinds or
roller blinds: depending on your requirements, we can also provide you with the perfect solution for asymmetrical,
curved or sloped glass surfaces.
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Vertical glare control

Daylight as desired

Do you work from home using a computer?
Our vertical louvre blinds ensure reliable glare control and an optimal working
environment. The vertical louvres can be
used as a creative design element in your
rooms and are also suitable for rectangular
windows, such as in attic rooms.

Whether you're working or relaxing, the individually adjustable slat angles of our external
venetian blinds ensure the optimum amount
of daylight at all times. They also protect
against prying eyes from outside.
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Life's better outdoors
With our Outdoor Living solutions
Would you like to use sun shading to create a cosy outdoor shaded area, while also extending
your living space outside? Discover our high-grade Perea awnings. Their harmonious styling
is impressive and adds a unique highlight to any patio. At the same time, the stable construction ensures optimum sun shading and weather protection – even in stormy weather. Add
many days to your "summertime" with our Perea pergola awnings and treat yourself to some
added live out, feel in quality!

Your favourite shaded spot

Feel-good conservatories

Would you like more space on your balcony?
With our Terrea awnings you can quickly
and easily create a cosy and practical
favourite spot. And with the best protection
at all times – from the sun's rays, from rain
and from the prying eyes of your upstairs
neighbours. So you can relax in peace.

In a conservatory, you can enjoy nature 365
days a year while being perfectly protected
against wind and bad weather. In order to
make the best use of your feel-good space,
WAREMA offers sun shading solutions perfectly tailored to the design and architecture.
For ultimate relaxation and a pleasant indoor
climate at all times.
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www.warema.de/perea
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Your path to your own home
Practical planning guides for your new building

Building a house is a major construction project. That's why it's even more important to maintain an overview right from the beginning and to inform yourself fully so that you can make the right decisions with ease. Our comprehensive interactive planning tools
and helpful tips for new buildings will help you make your new home a reality and make it easier for you to choose the best sun
shading concept and a suitable Smart Home system – perfectly tailored to your needs and preferences.

g
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WAREMA planning guides
What should you consider when building a
new home? What is the best way to integrate
a sun shading system when planning your
home? How do sun protection systems
affect energy efficiency? You can find tips
and tricks, as well as helpful checklists for
sunlight and optimal energy use at www.
warema.de/neubau.

WAREMA Designer
Visualise your virtual sun shading system
with the free WAREMA Designer app and
you can see immediately what will work
best in your own home. The app is available
for free in all app stores: www.warema.de/
designer.

WAREMA Collection Assistant
Which fabric? Which design? Which colour?
Be inspired by the variety at www.warema.
de/kollektion and find your ideal sun shading
system quickly and conveniently.

WAREMA Configurator
With the interactive WAREMA Configurator,
you can compose your desired sun shading
products completely according to your wishes and them in realistic 3D. Discover our
solutions at www.warema.com/configuration
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Your all-inclusive service package
Comprehensive service before and after
your purchase

Our WAREMA sun shading solutions guarantee the highest product quality as well as maximum safety and comfort. So that you
can be well-informed and well looked-after before and after your purchase, we offer a variety of WAREMA services – from personal
consultation with your specialist sun shading dealer to regular information about new buildings, renovations, gardens and current sun
shading trends. Learn more at: www.warema.de/support.
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Personalised advice from
WAREMA partners
In order to give you personalised advice and
thus guarantee the best solution, we sell our
high-quality sun shading systems exclusively
via specialist sun shading retailers. Find a
qualified WAREMA partner in your area using our specialist dealer search and arrange
a consultation at your convenience at:
www.warema.de/termin.

High quality factor
You can be confident in choosing WAREMA
sun shading products. All our products are
designed to be especially durable. Please
refer to the warranty conditions of your local
specialist sun shading dealer.

Sun shading news and trends
Whether it's exciting garden and design
trends or interesting tips for sunlight in living
spaces – the WAREMA newsletter keeps
you up to date even after your purchase.
Simply register for free at:
www.warema.de/newsletter.

Practical cleaning products
Your sun shading system is exposed to
the impacts of ever-changing weather and
soiling from daily use – this makes regular
cleaning necessary. Use our WAREMA
cleaning products to extend the life of your
sun shading products. You can find practical
care tips and suitable aids at:
www.warema.de/reinigung
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SUNLIGHT MANAGEMENT
YOU CAN'T CONTROL THE
SUN BUT YOU CAN MANAGE IT
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We at WAREMA are passionate about sunlight. We
want everyone to be able to create their preferred
atmosphere of light and warmth at home and in their
workplace. That is why we have developed a complete
range of sun shading products for inside and outside,
as well as modern control systems and innovative
technologies to enable exactly that.
As well as comfort, sustainability is especially important to us in this process. The intelligent sun shading
controls significantly lower energy consumption for
heating and artificial lighting. We offer the right package for everyone, whatever your individual requirements may be.
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Let the sun show its best side
Choose your individual solution

Home Comfort
An personalised feel-good atmosphere
makes life more pleasant. WAREMA
external venetian blinds, roller shutters and
window awnings ensure the perfect mood
lighting inside and leave the heat outside.

Outstanding "Made in Germany" quality
Passion is what drives us forward. Passion for technical solutions, for details. We are always striving to make our
sun shading solutions even better. Every year, our company and our products are honoured with numerous awards,
proving that we are on the right track.
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Outdoor Living
With awnings, sun sails or slat
roofs you can use open spaces
to relax and extend your living
space to the outdoors. This
makes your patio, conservatory
or green oasis a space where
you can live out and feel in.

Interior Design
Sunlight is good for you – in the
right amount and in the right
places. This is guaranteed by the
internal sun shading solutions
from WAREMA, which are ideally
suited to your individual intended
use.

Smart Home
How convenient to be able to
control your comfort at the touch
of a button. Intelligent control
systems take over operation
almost completely, fully automatically and with energy efficiency.
Life is easy with WAREMA!

Funktionalität Innovation
Produktnutzen Ökologie

Fall protection VisioNeo

WAREMA Designer

External venetian blinds
with ProVisio

Terrea K50

Discover SunLight Management!
You can find out even more about solutions and product highlights from WAREMA in our other brochures.
Simply download or request them at www.warema.com/leaflets.

Ihre Terrasse wird
zum WohnfühlZimmer.
Entspanntes Outdoor Living mit WAREMA
Der SonnenLicht Manager

Zuhause wohnfühlen
Mit stilvollen Terrassen-Markisen

365 Tage im Freien
verbringen
Dank elegantem Wetterschutz

Ganz exklusiv relaxen
Hochwertige
Sonnenschutzlösungen

Outdoor Living
special magazine

Wohnfühlzeit individuell
gestalten
Mit passenden Extras & Zubehör

Highlights
Terrea Terrassen-Markisen
Mehr Zeit im Freien genießen.
Der SonnenLicht Manager

Patio awnings
highlights

External venetian blinds
highlights

Control system
highlights
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